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Abstract

This paper presents empirical support for a new observer model of inferring three-dimensional shape from monocular texture
cues. By measuring observers’ abilities to estimate the relative three-dimensional curvature along a textured surface from
two-dimensional projected images, and concurrently examining the local spectral changes occurring in the projected image for
various texture patterns, we have found that correlated changes in oriented energy along lines corresponding to the lines of
maximum and minimum curvature of the surface are crucial for conveying the three-dimensional shape of the surface. Energy
along these lines of maximum and minimum curvature can be used to compute the orientation of local surface patches. Texture
patterns consisting of simple and complex sinusoidal gratings and plaids, and filtered noise were drawn onto a surface that was
corrugated sinusoidally in depth about the horizontal axis and projected in perspective onto an image plane. The perceived relative
surface curvature was reconstructed from measurements of local ordinal depth around a central fixation point at 12 different
phases of the corrugation. Our results show that: (1) it is neither necessary nor sufficient to identify individual texture elements
or texture gradients in order to extract the shape of the surface; (2) one-dimensional frequency modulation is insufficient for
conveying complex three-dimensional shape. (3) Veridical ordinal depth is seen only when the projected pattern contains changes
in oriented energy along lines corresponding to projected lines of maximum curvature of the surface. (4) For a surface corrugated
in depth about the horizontal axis, this pattern of oriented energy arises from energy along the vertical direction in the global
Fourier transform of the pre-corrugated pattern. (5) Local orientation changes across lines of minimum curvature can be also
critical for conveying shape. (6) These correlated orientation changes along lines of maximum and minimum curvature are entirely
lost in parallel projection. Hence texture is a useful cue for shape if the image is a perspective projection. (7) Only some natural
textures will provide sufficient monocular cues to support veridical shape inferences, and this can be predicted from their global
Fourier transforms. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

We present support for a new observer model for
inferring three-dimensional shape from monocular tex-
ture cues. In this model the observer infers the three-di-
mensional orientation of local patches of the test
surface from the projections of the surface markings.
The local orientation of the surface, or equivalently the
local normal, is derived from the projections of the
local axes of maximum and minimum curvature of the
surface. When these axes are physically present as

surface markings, in perspective projection, they form
systematic local changes in orientation. These orienta-
tion changes form visible contours across the image and
the corresponding changes in oriented spatial energy
can be measured in local spectral analyses. The pattern
of oriented energy can be visible as contours that are
solid and continuous, or as contours that are discontin-
uous and noisy. Hence three-dimensional shape infer-
ence does not require the identification of individual
texture elements and gradients such as those used in
previous shape-from-texture studies (Cutting & Millard,
1984; Todd & Akerstrom, 1987; Cummings, Johnston
& Parker, 1993; Knill, 1998a,b,c). Support for the
theory is provided by empirical measurements showing
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that shape inference is veridical only when the requisite
pattern of oriented energy changes is present and visible
across the projected image of the textured surface.

Gibson (1950) described changes in projected images
of textured surfaces phenomenologically as texture gra-
dients. These gradients provide potential cues for the
three-dimensional form of the surface. Studies examin-
ing how changes in individual texture element features
affect percepts of depth and shape have shown that
changes in compression (i.e. the ratio of y/x extent of
the texture elements) are most effective at conveying
surface curvature, while changes in perspective are
more effective for conveying depth and distance along
flat surfaces (Cutting & Millard, 1984; Todd & Aker-
strom, 1987; Cummings et al., 1993; Knill, 1998c).
These studies generally assume that the visual system is
able to isolate individual elements before element-spe-
cific gradients can be used to extract shape. This as-
sumption can not be generally made in the real world
where many natural textures (e.g. tree bark, grass)
cannot be easily segmented into individual texture ele-
ments. The results in our study show that the identifica-
tion of texture elements or gradients is not necessary to
extract shape from texture. In addition, our results
show that adding a filter-based element extraction
front-end (e.g. Voorhees & Poggio, 1988) to gradient
models still does not lead to an observer model that can
distinguish between patterns that convey veridical
three-dimensional shape and those that do not.

Other studies have suggested that the visual system
can use changes in spatial frequency across the image in
lieu of texture element gradients as a cue to surface
shape (Bajcsy & Lieberman, 1976; Turner, Gerstein &
Bajcsy, 1991; Sakai & Finkel, 1993). Spectral ap-
proaches have in fact been implemented in models used
to extract shape from texture in natural texture patterns
which are not easily segmented into individual texture
elements (Malik & Rosenholtz, 1994; Krumm & Shafer,
1994). However, stimuli in spectrally based studies have
generally been limited to surfaces that are flat (Turner
et al., 1991) or convex and cylindrical under parallel
projection (Sakai & Finkel, 1993), whereas natural ob-
jects often contain both convex and concave curvatures,
sometimes even at the same point, for example in
saddles. The results in our study show that one-dimen-
sional changes in spatial frequency are not sufficient for
conveying the veridical shape of surfaces containing
multiple curvatures even when viewed under perspective
projection.

The pictures in Fig. 1 all consist of gray-level pat-
terns on flat surfaces. However, observers tend to see
all three as corrugated in depth. To explain this per-
cept, the observer model in this paper makes the same
fundamental assumption as all other observer models
of shape-from-texture, namely that changes in two-di-
mensional patterns on flat surfaces do not generally

Fig. 1. Examples of a projected horizontal-vertical plaid at three
different phases: −p/2 (top), 0 (middle) and +p/2 (bottom). Ob-
servers fixated the central fixation and indicated which of the two
flanking test dots appeared closer to them in depth. Test dots were
0.2° away from the fixation and could lie along the +45° diagonal
(top and middle examples) or the –45° diagonal (bottom example).
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mimic changes in perspective, and therefore changes in
the pattern should be attributed as much as possible to
changes in the surface shape (Witkin, 1981). The pro-
posed model further assumes that observers exploit
perspective geometry. In the domain of shape outlines,
there is strong evidence that the visual system interprets
retinal projections as perspective projections of three-
dimensional objects (Ames, 1951; Ittelson, 1952; Shep-
ard, 1990; Griffiths & Zaidi, 1999). The model in this
paper assumes that the visual system interprets retinal
projections of surface markings as perspective projec-
tions of surface markings on three-dimensional objects
(see discussion of Fig. 17).

Perspective projections of surface textures have gen-
erally been parsed into components like density and
foreshortening, and ideal observer and generic models
have been constructed for each of these changes as cues
to surface shape (Blake, Bulthoff & Sheinberg, 1993;
Knill, 1998a,b,c). Empirical evidence presented in this
paper suggests that the connection between surface
texture and three-dimensional shape may be more di-
rect. For corrugated shapes that possess concavities and
convexities, observers perceive three-dimensional shape
veridically when the local frequency spectrum across
the image contains a pattern of changes in oriented
energy that are compatible with the projection of the
local axes of maximum curvature. The model thus
postulates that the outputs of orientation selective cells
in the visual cortex are interpreted in terms of perspec-
tive projection, and obviates the need for recognizing
texture elements or gradients.

Stevens (1981) showed that local surface orientation
can be computed from assumptions about the relation-
ship between the geometry of the surface and the
surface markings. For any smooth surface, the Gaus-
sian curvature at any point on the surface is the
product of the maximum and minimum curvatures at
that point. These are called the principal directions at
that point and are always perpendicular to one another
(Gray, 1998). Vectors in the projected image that are
locally perpendicular to each of these two directions,
i.e. the cross product of the two principal directions
considered as vectors from the point of intersection,
provide the range of possible angles of the surface
normal at that point. The greater the curvature of the
surface at that point, the greater the foreshortening of
the angle between the principal directions and the more
the angle will deviate from 90°. The range of possible
normals will therefore be most restricted for angles that
are most foreshortened, i.e. for locations on the surface
that are most curved. At these locations, Stevens used
the bisection of the range as an unbiased estimate of the
normal. The normal at restricted locations can then be
used to estimate the normal at locations with less
constrained ranges. We borrow from Stevens the result
that if at any point in the image of the surface the

projections of the axes of maximum and minimum
curvature are given, then the normal to the surface can
be estimated fairly well (Mamassian & Landy, 1998).
The model however generalizes Stevens’ work in two
ways. First, the model uses perspective information as
opposed to the orthographic projections considered by
Stevens, and second, the axes of maximum and mini-
mum curvature are inferred from a space/spatial-fre-
quency analysis and thus apply to the general cue of
surface markings or textures, and not just to parallel
rulings.

In our study, simple grating and plaid patterns,
complex plaids containing energy at multiple orienta-
tions and frequencies, and filtered noise patterns were
corrugated in depth and projected in perspective onto
an image plane. Spectral analyses were performed both
locally across the projected images, and globally on
texture patterns before corrugation and projection to
examine the types of spectral energy that give rise to the
local spectral changes in the projected image. Space/
spatial-frequency analysis has previously been applied
to texture segmentation (e.g. Reed & Wechsler, 1990,
1991) but not to inferring shape from texture.

We used a new method to measure observers’ per-
cepts of three-dimensional shape from projected im-
ages. Measuring the exact perceived shape of a surface
is a difficult task. Shape-from-texture studies have gen-
erally used global shape estimation tasks in which
observers are asked to rate or match the magnitude of
the slant or curvature of a surface (Vickers, 1971;
Cutting & Millard, 1984; Todd & Akerstrom, 1987;
Cummings et al., 1993; Sakai & Finkel, 1993). This
kind of task requires comparisons with templates of
either internal (memory) or external (template match-
ing) nature, and can subsequently influence the observ-
er’s response by limiting the number of possible
responses. In our study, observers made a series of local
depth judgments in which they indicated which of two
locations on the surface around a central fixation ap-
peared closer to them in depth. We reconstructed the
global shape of the surface from these local relative
depth judgments. The test locations were spaced close
together along the surface and were randomly inter-
leaved across trials with a limited presentation time.
Observers were therefore forced to make a local relative
depth judgment as opposed to a global judgment of the
shape of the entire surface.

2. Methods

2.1. Image generation

High contrast patterns were drawn onto a surface
that was corrugated in depth (z) as a sinusoidal func-
tion of the horizontal axis (x). The textured surface was
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Fig. 2. Fixation and test locations along a single cycle of the corrugation. Depth along the surface (z) is plotted as a function of phase in radians.
Depths beyond the screen are positive and depths in front of the screen negative. The central fixation was set at one of 12 different phases (open
symbols). Each image was projected in perspective with respect to that phase. There were 13 possible test locations (filled symbols), the first and
last of which fell at the same phase along the corrugation.

then projected in perspective onto an image plane (Ap-
pendix A). Each image was 381×381 pixels and sub-
tended 8.8×8.8° of visual angle. The center of the
image was defined as the origin and the depth along the
surface was calculated as:

z=cos(2pfx+8) (1)

where 8 is the phase of the corrugation at the center of
the image. Each image was projected in perspective
relative to the phase at the central fixation point.
Phases of −p/2, 0, and +p/2 are shown from top to
bottom in Fig. 1. At the viewing distance of 1 m the
corrugation was computed to span 19 cm in depth from
peak to trough. Each projected image contained three
full cycles of the depth corrugation.

Projections were computed using Matlab and pre-
sented on a BARCO 7651 color monitor with a 736×
550 pixel screen running with refresh rate of 100
frames/s. Images were presented using a Cambridge
Research Systems Video Stimulus Generator (CRS
VSG2/3). Through the use of 12-bit DACs, after
gamma correction, the VSG2/3 is able to generate 2861
linear levels for each gun. The mean luminance of the
screen was 25 cd/m2.

2.2. Psychophysical method

We measured perceived three-dimensional shape us-
ing local ordinal depth judgments. Each projected im-
age contained a central square fixation flanked by two
smaller test dots positioned to the left and right of the
fixation along a −45 or +45° diagonal. The test dots
were 0.2° visual angle away from the fixation and
abutted it at its diagonal corners. Observers were asked
to fixate the central fixation and indicate which of the
two locations on the surface as indicated by the two test
dots appeared closer to them in depth on the surface, or
if they appeared at about equal depths. In the top and
middle examples of Fig. 1, the test dots lie along the
+45° diagonal, in the bottom example, they lie along
the −45° diagonal. In the top example the left test
location appears closer in depth than the right, in the
middle example the two locations appear at about
equal depths and in the bottom example the right
location appears closer.

Observers used a mouse to make their responses; the
left and right mouse buttons corresponded to the left
and right test locations, and the middle button was
pressed if the two appeared at the same depth. To
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sample both convex and concave portions of the sur-
face, the central fixation location was set at one of 12
different phases along a single cycle of the corrugation.
Each projection was computed in perspective relative to
the phase of the central fixation. The 12 fixation loca-
tions are indicated by the open symbols in Fig. 2. Trials
using the 12 different fixation locations were randomly
interleaved. For each fixation location a comparison
was made between the adjacent test locations. The 13
possible test locations are shown in Fig. 2 as solid
symbols. The first and last test locations fell at the same
phase of the corrugation.

One texture pattern was used for each session. A
single session consisted of two periods separated by a
brief pause: in the first period we presented five ran-
domly interleaved trials for each of the 12 phases for
test dots along the +45° diagonal, and in the second
period we presented the same for test dots along the
−45° diagonal. Images were each presented against a
black background for 1 s followed by a gray mask of
the same size as the projected image containing the
central fixation. The mask remained on until the ob-
server made a response at which time the next stimulus
was presented. Observers’ heads were fixed in a head-
rest and viewing was monocular in a dark room. Each
session lasted approximately 5 min.

2.3. Surface reconstruction

Each relative depth judgment is a measure of the sign
of the local slope of the surface. That is, if the left test
location appears closer, the surface appears to be lo-
cally sloping away from the observer from left to right.
Similarly if the right location appears closer, the surface
appears to be sloping towards the observer from left to
right; and if both are at equal depths the surface is
locally flat. The relative curvature of the surface was
reconstructed by integrating these local signs cumula-
tively from left to right in the following way. Initially,
the estimate of perceived relative depth at each test
location was set to zero (i.e. equivalent to the plane of
the screen). Distances beyond the plane of the screen
were indicated by positive numbers, distances in front
of the screen by negative numbers (see Fig. 2). From
the results of each trial, the estimated perceived depth
of the right test location was incremented and decre-
mented according to the observer’s response: if the right
test location appeared closer, the depth estimate at that
location was decremented by 1, if the left location
appeared closer (i.e. the right location appeared far-
ther), the depth estimate at the right test location was
incremented by 1. Depth estimates were left unchanged
if the two locations were reported at equal depths.
Since there were five trials for each test dot configura-
tion at each location, resulting relative depth estimates
ranged from −5 to 5. The final array of relative depths

was then added from left to right, starting at 0. As an
example, the final relative depth array of a surface seen
veridically is [5, 5, 5, 0, −5, −5, −5, −5, −5, 0, 5,
5] which yields a veridical reconstruction of [5, 10, 15,
15, 10, 5, 0, −5, −10, −10, −5, 0]. Results were
averaged across the two diagonals.

This reconstruction provided an estimate of the
global percept of surface shape based on local depth
estimates. Since the paradigm only measures relati6e
depth between test locations (i.e. depth estimates were
always changed by a constant 91), the reconstruction
provides an estimate of the perceived ordinal depths
along the surface. The perceived shapes of a triangular
waveform and a flattened sinusoid could yield the same
reconstruction, as could perceived shapes of different
amplitudes of depth modulation. The sampling we
chose was fine enough so that if depth judgments were
all made veridically, the reconstructed depth of the last
test location correctly equaled that of the first. The
method was designed to reveal all perceived convexities
and concavities in the surface, and as the results will
show, it was successful in this aim.

There are several advantages to this method. Test
locations were spaced closely enough and the different
phases were randomly interleaved so that in any given
trial, it was difficult for observers to use any sort of
memory about the global shape to influence their judg-
ment. The task was extremely local; although we did
not monitor eye movements, the presentation time was
limited so that observers were forced to look only in the
central few degrees of the image where the fixation and
test dots lay. Observers found the task to be extremely
easy.

2.4. A6erage absolute error

To quantify the veridicality of observers’ perceived
ordinal depth for each pattern, we computed the aver-
age absolute error of perceived ordinal depth per trial.
This error value is a measure of the difference between
the measured relative depth array and the relative depth
array of a surface seen veridically. To simplify the
explanation of this computation we will number the test
locations from 1 to 12 from left to right, starting at the
second location, since the first and last of the 13 test
locations fall at the same phase of the corrugation (see
Fig. 2). For each of Locations 1–3 and 11–12 the
veridical relative depth is +5, that is, observers should
respond for all five trials at each of these locations that
it appears farther in depth than the location to its left.
Observed relative depth at these locations can vary
between –5 and +5, which yields a maximum error of
10 at each location. Similarly, the veridical relative
depth for Locations 5–9 is −5, that is, observers
should respond for all five trials at each of these
locations that it appears closer in depth than the loca-
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Fig. 3. Horizontal–vertical grating pattern (upper left) and its global FFT to its right. The pattern after corrugation and projection in phase=0
is shown on the right. Local spectral changes are shown below in FFTs taken of a row of twelve 32×32 patches in the lower right-hand portion
of the projected image, from the center of the image out to the rightmost edge (outlined in black). Perceived relative depth for two observers are
plotted as a function of phase on the left (AL in filled symbols with dashed lines, JR in open symbols and solid lines).

tion to its left. This again yields a maximum error of 10
at each of these locations. At Locations 4 and 10, the
veridical relative depth is 0, that is, observers should
always see each of these locations as appearing at the
same depth as the location to its left. Since responses
can only vary between 0 and +5 or 0 and −5, the
maximum error will only be 5 at these two locations.
This yields a total maximum error of 110 for all loca-
tions. Dividing by the number of trials gives a maxi-
mum average absolute error per trial of 1.83. The error
metric provides a measure of the perceived ordinal
depth in addition to the overall perceived shape of the
surface; an error of 0 indicates that the observer sees
the ordinal depth along the surface veridically, an error
of 1.83 indicates that the observer sees the corrugated
surface as 180° out of phase with that of the true
surface. If the observer sees the surface as either flat or
rectified in depth, error values will be close to 1.0.

2.5. Global and local spectral analyses

The format of all subsequent stimulus figures will
follow that of Fig. 3. In the upper left panel, we show
on a reduced scale the texture pattern before corruga-

tion and projection. Its global Fourier transform (FFT)
is shown to its right. The zero frequency (dc) lies at the
center of the FFT. On the right is the projected image
of the corrugated pattern, shown on a larger scale.
Projected images will all be shown with the phase (8)
set to 0. To examine the spectral changes occurring
across each projected image, we computed local FFTs
on a row of twelve 32×32 pixel patches along the
lower right-hand edge of the image (outlined in black in
the projected image in Fig. 3). The FFTs are shown at
the bottom of the figure. The patches overlapped by 14
pixels. We filtered each patch with a Gaussian window
before the FFT was computed. For this reason the local
FFTs are slightly blurred compared to the global FFTs.
Data for two observers are plotted on the left below the
flat pattern and global FFT.

2.6. Obser6ers

AL (one of the authors) and JR served as observers
in the experiment; the latter was naive about the pur-
poses of the study. Both had corrected-to-normal
vision.
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Fig. 4. Vertical grating. The local FFTs of the projected image show local changes in frequency. Observer AL sees the surface as rectified in depth
and observer JR sees the peak of the corrugation as flattened and slightly slanted.

3. Horizontal–vertical plaid

Fig. 3 shows a horizontal–vertical plaid before (left)
and after corrugation and projection (right). The spatial
frequency of its grating components before projection
was 2 cpd. Data for the two observers is plotted in the
lower left of the figure. For this and all subsequent
plots, data for observer AL are plotted in filled symbols
with dashed lines and data for observer JR in open
symbols with solid lines. Perceived relative depth is
plotted as a function of phase of the projected image.
For both observers the concave and convex portions of
the sinusoid are at the correct locations and the slant
between them is the proper sign, indicating that both
observers perceived the three-dimensional shape veridi-
cally for this pattern. The average error was 0 for
observer AL and 0.03 for observer JR.

To examine the different types of changes that occur
in the projected image, we looked at the projections of
the individual vertical and horizontal grating compo-
nents. The vertical component of the horizontal–verti-
cal plaid is shown in Fig. 4. Corrugation and
perspective projection of this component results in fre-
quency changes across the horizontal extent of the
image. This is clearly shown in the local FFTs below.
The vertical contours in the projected image correspond

to lines of minimum curvature of the surface, i.e. the
depth of the surface does not change along any of these
contours. The data show that this image appeared
rectified in depth rather than sinusoidally corrugated
for observer AL; for observer JR the peak of the
corrugation was flattened and the entire surface ap-
peared slightly slanted. The perceived rectification and
flattening are reflected in the average errors of 0.81 and
0.58 for AL and JR, respectively.

Local changes in one-dimensional frequency in the
projected image have been characterized for flat sur-
faces as changes in scale or compression, and have been
shown to be relatively ineffective at conveying surface
slant (Braunstein & Payne, 1969; Gillam, 1970; Rosinki
& Levine, 1976; Cutting & Millard, 1984; Todd &
Akerstrom, 1987; Gillam, 1995; Knill, 1998c). Sakai
and Finkel (1993) on the other hand found that one-di-
mensional frequency modulation did carry shape for a
convex cylindrical surface. They used a simulated paral-
lel projection by filtering two-dimensional white noise
with filters elongated according to the local curvature
of the surface. Our results show that one-dimensional
frequency changes even in perspective projection are
not sufficient for conveying the shape of a corrugated
surface, specifically, they are not sufficient for distin-
guishing convex and concave curvatures.
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Fig. 5. Horizontal grating pattern. The local FFTs of the projected image show local changes in orientation. Both observers see veridical ordinal
depth.

The horizontal grating component of the horizon-
tal–vertical plaid is shown in Fig. 5. Perspective pro-
jection of this pattern results in local changes in
orientation, as shown in the local FFTs below. Fre-
quency remains fairly constant across the projected
image. The changes in orientation that vary systemat-
ically about the axis of depth modulation result in a
series of oriented contours that are the perspective
projections of the lines of maximum curvature of the
surface. The data show that both observers perceive
three-dimensional shape correctly in this pattern. The
average error was 0.06 and 0.09 for AL and JR re-
spectively.

For flat slanted surfaces, these local changes in ori-
entation have been termed ‘linear perspective’
(Gillam, 1995). Perspective gradients have been shown
to be more effective than compression gradients in
conveying the slant of flat surfaces (Braunstein &
Payne, 1969; Rosinki & Levine, 1976; Cutting & Mil-
lard, 1984; Todd & Akerstrom, 1987; Gillam, 1995;
Knill, 1998c).

While lines of both maximum and minimum curva-
ture were present in the projected horizontal–vertical
plaid (Fig. 3), only lines of maximum curvature are
present in the projected horizontal component and
only lines of minimum curvature are present in the

projected vertical component. Perceived ordinal depth
was near veridical for the horizontal–vertical plaid
and the horizontal grating, though slightly more so
for the former. Ordinal depth was perceived incor-
rectly for the vertical grating. These results suggest
that although contours along the lines of maximum
curvature alone can convey veridical ordinal depth,
the addition of contours along the lines of minimum
curvature increases the veridicality of the percept, but
that contours along lines of minimum curvature are
not sufficient to convey ordinal depth along the sur-
face.

Note in the FFTs at the bottom of Fig. 3 that the
local spectra of the horizontal–vertical plaid pattern
are simply sums of the local spectra of the horizontal
grating and the vertical grating (Figs. 4 and 5). If the
component grating patterns contributed linearly to
the overall percept of surface shape, we would expect
the perceived surface shape of the projected horizon-
tal–vertical plaid pattern to be the sum of the per-
cepts obtained for the projected vertical and
horizontal grating. What happens instead when the
two patterns are added together is that the orienta-
tion changes around the vertical frequency axis,
which represent projections of the lines of maximum
curvature, dominate as the cues to surface shape.
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Fig. 6. Octotropic plaid consisting of eight oriented compound gratings, each the sum of three gratings of different frequencies (see text for
details). Both observers see veridical ordinal depth.

4. Octotropic plaid

It is possible that the contours along lines of maxi-
mum curvature that appear to be critical for convey-
ing shape arise only from projection of regular,
periodic patterns such as sinusoids. We decided to try
a pattern that was spectrally more complex and some-
what less regular to see if the salience of the oriented
contours could be generalized. Fig. 6 shows a pattern
we will refer to as an octotropic plaid. This pattern is
the sum of eight components oriented at intervals of
22.5°; each component was a sum of three sinusoids at
1.4, 2.1 and 3.5 cpd and at random relative phases
along each axis (the horizontal component is shown in
Fig. 8). The resulting pattern is less regular than the
plaid and gratings examined earlier, although it is far
from random. Before this pattern is corrugated and
projected, straight noisy contours running along all
eight directions appear equally visible (upper left). Be-
cause the surface is corrugated in depth as a function
of horizontal position, after corrugation and projec-
tion the contours corresponding to the horizontal
component of the pattern become more salient than
the others, and appears as oriented contours falling
along projected lines of maximum curvature of the
surface. The contours are noisy, and energy along

them would be difficult to extract from the FFTs
below, however the visual system is perfectly able to
pick them out and use them to carry the percept of
the curved surface as shown by the experimental re-
sults. The average error was 0.01 and 0.03 for AL and
JR, respectively.

When we subtract the horizontal component from
the octotropic plaid, the texture pattern appears as in
the upper left panel of Fig. 7. The projected image
contains all the relevant gradients and changes in fre-
quency across the pattern as the original octotropic
plaid (Fig. 6). The contours along lines of maximum
curvature, however, are now absent. The surface ap-
peared incorrectly rectified to both observers. Interest-
ingly, the sign of the rectification was different for the
two observers: AL saw the surface as rectified towards
her and JR saw it as rectified away from him. The
average error was 0.83 and 0.79 for AL and JR, re-
spectively. This example provides a strong counter-ex-
ample to all shape-from-texture theories that do not
explicitly consider oriented energy changes correspond-
ing to lines of maximum curvature. When we subtract
both the horizontal and vertical components from the
octotropic plaid, the pattern is almost indistinguish-
able from that shown in Fig. 7 and will not be shown
here. Observers also viewed this pattern as rectified in
depth.
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Fig. 7. Octotropic plaid minus the horizontal component (see text for details). Both observers see the surface as rectified in depth, with different
signs of rectification.

Fig. 8 shows the horizontal component of the oc-
totropic plaid in isolation. Again, due to the presence
of the contours representing projections of the lines
of maximum curvature of the surface, observers per-
ceive veridical ordinal depth. The average error was
0.13 and 0.08 for AL and JR, respectively. Note once
again that the pattern of energy along these contours
(bottom panel) matches those found in the projected
horizontal grating.

For visibility, the local FFTs in Figs. 6–8 are
shown as logs of the original FFTs. The FFTs of the
original octotropic plaid (Fig. 6) are the sum of the
local FFTs in Fig. 7 and the FFTs in Fig. 8. The
differences between Figs. 6 and 7 are particularly visi-
ble in the first three and last three panels. Despite the
fact that there is energy at multiple orientations at
every location across the octotropic plaid, observers
are well able to extract the critical oriented compo-
nents corresponding to projected lines of maximum
curvature. To extract the critical local orientation at
each position across the image requires a system that
can simultaneously extract energy along many differ-
ent orientations at each point in the image. This is
something that the visual system is well equipped to

do, given that neurons in each cortical column vary
systematically in orientation preferences.

5. Isotropic broadband noise

In response to the work of Malik and Rosenholtz
(1994), the question has been raised as to whether white
noise can help convey shape. To address this question
we corrugated and projected a pattern of white noise
that was broadly band-pass filtered (Fig. 9). The filter
passed frequencies out to approximately 10 cpd. The
pattern was filtered in this way so that corrugation and
projection would cause spectral changes in the resulting
image. The energy in this filtered noise pattern is
isotropic and continuous over a range of frequencies,
i.e. it contains energy at all orientations. The projected
image did not contain visible contours along lines of
maximum curvature and appeared rectified in depth for
observer AL and significantly flattened for observer JR.
The average error was 0.74 and 0.47 for AL and JR,
respectively. This again suggests that perceived
contours along the lines of maximum curvature and the
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Fig. 8. Horizontal component of octotropic plaid (see text for details). Both observers see veridical ordinal depth.

corresponding oriented energy changes are critical for
conveying shape.

6. Global spectral analysis

Thus far we have consistently found that projected
patterns containing contours lying along lines of maxi-
mum curvature of the surface are critical for conveying
shape. If these contours are not visible in the projected
image, observers are unable to estimate ordinal depth
along the surface correctly. For example, the projected
octotropic plaid pattern, in which these contours were
readily visible, effectively carried depth for both observ-
ers while the isotropic broadband noise did not. To
better understand the kinds of spectral energy that give
rise to these contours, we examined the global spectra
of texture patterns before corrugation and projection.

Consider the spectral differences between the oc-
totropic plaid and isotropic broadband noise patterns.
The spectrum of the octotropic plaid before corruga-
tion and projection is shown in the upper left corner of
Fig. 10. This pattern is discrete in both orientation and
frequency content. The spectrum of the noise is shown
in the lower right hand corner of this figure. This
pattern is broadband in both orientation and fre-

quency. (Notice also that the noise pattern contains
higher frequencies than does the octotropic plaid. We
also examined noise patterns with frequency cut-offs
near the highest frequency of the octotropic plaid —
3.5 cpd — however these patterns appeared rectified in
depth just as the original noise pattern did, indicating
that the higher frequencies in the original noise pattern
are not responsible for observers’ inaccurate depth
judgments. We will return to this point in the next
section.)

The question we ask here is whether it is the discrete-
ness in orientation, or frequency, or both that gives rise
to visible contours along lines of maximum curvature
after corrugation and projection. We know from the
projected horizontal plaid and the octotropic plaid
patterns that energy along the horizontal orientation at
discrete frequencies carries shape. It is not obvious,
however, whether a broadband frequency profile along
this orientation will also convey shape. What is equally
unclear is whether energy along a continuum of orien-
tations, including the horizontal orientation, at discrete
frequencies will carry shape. To answer these questions,
we generated two new patterns: one that was discrete in
orientation and broadband in frequency, and one that
was broadband in orientation and discrete in frequency.
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Fig. 9. Isotropic noise generated by white noise passed through a broadband filter (see text for details). Observer AL sees the surface as rectified
in depth, observer JR sees the peak as almost completely flattened.

6.1. Discrete orientation, broadband frequency

We know that energy at a discrete number of fre-
quencies at a discrete number of orientations yields a
pattern that contains contours along lines of maximum
curvature, e.g. in the octotropic plaid. What if we
extend the frequency content of this pattern so that it is
broadband? We generated an image containing energy
along the same eight orientations as those found in the
octotropic plaid, but that contained energy along a
range of spatial frequencies at each orientation. To
generate the image we filtered white noise with a filter
shown on the upper right of Fig. 10. Since we are
filtering white noise, the FFT of the resulting image
looks almost identical to the filter. This filter passes
energy along the eight equally spaced directions. En-
ergy at each orientation is passed out to about 10 cpd,
the same range passed in the filtered white noise. When
this filter is applied to white noise, the resulting pattern
looks like Fig. 11, left.

Since each of the eight oriented components of this
pattern is equivalent to one-dimensional noise, we call
this pattern an octotropic noise pattern. The pattern
contains visible horizontal contours that become sys-
tematically oriented along lines of maximum curvature
when the pattern is corrugated and projected (right).
Observers estimated ordinal depth veridically for this

pattern. The average error was 0.1 and 0.08 for AL and
JR, respectively. This suggests that it is not necessary
for energy along the horizontal orientation to be dis-
crete in frequency in order for the pattern to convey
shape; veridical depth estimates are also obtained when
the frequency content along this orientation is
broadband.

We return to the point about high frequencies here.
Both the isotropic broadband noise and the octotropic
noise patterns contain higher frequencies than the oc-
totropic plaid (see Fig. 10). However the octotropic
noise pattern conveys veridical shape while the isotropic
broadband noise does not. This suggests once again
that the presence of these higher frequencies is not
correlated with the veridicality of the perceived shape.

6.2. Broadband orientation, discrete frequency

So far our results suggest that discreteness in orienta-
tion is sufficient for the critically oriented component to
convey shape regardless of the frequency profile. Ob-
servers judged ordinal depth veridically for both the
octotropic plaid and octotropic noise patterns. We
asked the flip question for the frequency domain: will a
pattern that is broadband in orientation but discrete in
frequency convey shape? We generated an image con-
taining energy at all orientations at the same three
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Fig. 10. Global FFTs: the octotropic plaid (upper left) is discrete in both orientation and frequency, the octotropic noise (upper right) is discrete
in orientation and broadband in frequency, the isotropic tri-scale noise (lower left) is broadband in orientation and discrete in frequency, and the
isotropic broadband noise (lower right) is broadband in both orientation and frequency.

frequencies as those found in the octotropic plaid (1.4,
2.1 and 3.5 cpd). The filter used to create this image is
shown on the lower left of Fig. 10. Again since we are
filtering white noise, the FFT of the resulting image
looks nearly identical to the filter. When this filter is
applied to white noise, the resulting pattern looks like
Fig. 12, upper left.

This pattern is isotropic and contains energy only at
three frequencies so we will refer to it as isotropic
tri-scale noise. The pattern does not contain salient
horizontal contours and therefore contours along lines
of maximum curvature are not formed when the pat-
tern is corrugated and projected (Fig. 12, right). Ob-
server AL sees this pattern as rectified in depth, and
observer JR sees it as slanted out of the fronto-parallel
plane. The average error was 0.82 and 0.83 for AL and
JR, respectively. This suggests that isotropic patterns

will in fact not convey veridical depth for a corrugated
surface because there are no contours along lines of
maximum curvature in the projected pattern; when all
orientations are present in the pattern, observers are
unable to estimate ordinal depth along the surface
correctly. Note that all the energy in the octotropic
plaid is also contained in the isotropic tri-scale noise.
The crucial difference for the percept is whether the
visual system can extract the pattern of oriented energy
changes across the image.

Table 1 summarizes our findings. Observers correctly
estimated ordinal depth along the surface for both the
octotropic plaid and the octotropic noise patterns. It
appears that in order for the projected image to convey
shape, it is sufficient for the pattern to be discrete in
orientation content; frequency can be discrete or broad-
band along each orientation. After corrugation and
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Fig. 11. Octotropic noise pattern generated by filtering white noise with the filter in the upper right panel of Fig. 10. Both observers see veridical
ordinal depth.

projection, both of these patterns contain contours
along lines of maximum curvature of the surface that
arise from energy along the horizontal orientation in
the pre-corrugated pattern. Isotropic patterns do not
convey shape; observers were unable to estimate ordi-
nal depth correctly for either the broadband noise or
the tri-scale noise. Although there is energy along the
horizontal orientation in both these patterns, it appears
to be masked by energy at other orientations. Contours
along lines of maximum curvature are absent in the
projected images of both these patterns.

6.3. Resolution of orientations

Contours along lines of maximum curvature were not
visible in either the broadband noise or the tri-scale
noise. Both patterns do contain energy along the hori-
zontal orientation before corrugation, however they
also contain energy at many other directions. It is
possible that energy along the horizontal direction is
being masked by energy along neighboring directions.
If this is the case, we would expect that adding more
oriented components to the octotropic noise pattern
would further reduce the visibility of the contours along
lines of maximum curvature in the projected image, and
in turn reduce the amount with which the pattern
conveys shape. We generated a pattern with energy at

16 equally spaced orientations. This pattern was gener-
ated in the same way that the octotropic noise was
generated except that the filter applied to white noise
now passed energy at 16 orientations spaced 11.25°
apart (Fig. 13). Compare this pattern to the octotropic
noise pattern in Fig. 11. Notice that the horizontal
contours in the precorrugated image (left) and the
contours along lines of maximum curvature in the
projected image (right) are less visible than in the
octotropic noise pattern. For this pattern, shown in
Fig. 13, observer AL saw a half-rectified surface with
an average error of 0.54; observer JR however, saw
veridical ordinal depth with an average error of 0.05.

We similarly generated a pattern containing energy at
32 orientations spaced 5.625° apart, shown in Fig. 14.
(Due to contrast limitations, the global FFT contains
some smearing.) This pattern resembles the pattern in
Fig. 13, but the contours in the pattern are even less
visible. As the oriented energy becomes more densely
packed, the spectrum of the pattern begins to resemble
that of the isotropic broadband noise, which is indeed
what the noise of 32 orientations resembles. Observer
AL now saw the surface as fully rectified with an
average error of 0.77. Observer JR saw the trough of
the cycle slightly flattened with an average error of 0.26.
The increased error value from the 16 orientation noise
condition indicates that the shape percept is beginning
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Fig. 12. Isotropic tri-scale noise pattern generated by filtering white noise with the filter in the lower left panel of Fig. 10. Both observers see the
surface as rectified in depth.

to deteriorate, and we attribute this to the decreased
visibility of the contours along lines of maximum cur-
vature in the projected patterns, and equivalently to
masking of oriented energy changes.

The resolution of three-dimensional shape as a func-
tion of number of orientations differs somewhat for the
two observers. However the trend is the same: as the
number of orientations is increased, the contours along
lines of maximum curvature in the projected pattern
become less visible and shape estimates become less
veridical. In order for a noise pattern of this sort to
convey veridical shape, energy in the pre-corrugated
pattern must be spaced at intervals greater than 11° for
observer AL. Observer JR still sees a shape that is close
to veridical with noise at this orientation spacing,
though the perceived trough is clearly flattened from
the perceived trough in the 16 orientation noise condi-
tion. We believe that noise at an even finer spacing for
this observer (B5°) would render an even less veridical
perceived shape. At intervals smaller than these limits,
the energy at neighboring orientations begins to mask
the energy along the horizontal. As a consequence, the
visibility of the contours along lines of maximum cur-
vature is reduced and the shape is no longer seen
veridically.

6.4. Visibility of oriented energy

It is not necessary for energy along projected lines of
maximum curvature to be in the form of continuous
contours in order for the projected image to convey
veridical shape, as was demonstrated by the noisy con-
tours in Figs. 11 and 13. This is demonstrated even
more clearly by the pattern in Fig. 15. This pattern was
generated by filtering white noise with an elliptical filter
oriented along the vertical direction in frequency space,
i.e. allowing higher frequencies along the horizontal
orientation to pass relative to the vertical orientation.
The filter is shown in Fig. 15 to the right of the
pre-corrugated pattern. The ratio of variances of the
filter in frequency space along the vertical to horizontal
orientations was 5:1. Veridical ordinal depth was per-
ceived as long as the ratio exceeded this. The pre-corru-
gated pattern contains horizontal streaks-none of which
are continuous from one side of the image to the other.
After corrugation and projection, the pattern contains
energy along lines of maximum curvature of the surface
in the form of short streaks rather than continuous
contours, somewhat akin to brushstrokes in an oil
painting. These are qualitatively different from the
noisy contours of the multi-orientation patterns. The
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FFT shows that the energy is continuous over a
neighborhood of orientations surrounding the critical
orientation, unlike in the FFTs of the multi-orientation
patterns in which energy at the critical orientation was
discrete from energy at neighboring orientations. Even
though the streaks in the projected image are not
continuous, observers see veridical ordinal depth with
average errors of 0.15 and 0.03 for AL and JR,
respectively. This emphasizes that rather than the
presence of actual contours it is really changes in
oriented energy consistent with projections of the lines
of maximum curvature that is critical for conveying
shape. As long as the pattern of changes is visible,
whether in the form of continuous or noisy contours or
discontinuous streaks, observers can extract veridical
ordinal depth.

7. Local spectral analysis: correlated changes in
orientation

So far we have established that it is the energy along
lines of maximum curvature arising from energy along
the horizontal orientation that is crucial for conveying
the shape of this corrugated surface. On a local scale, as
shown in previous figures, the energy along these lines
changes in orientation across the horizontal extent of
the projected image. We now consider the two-dimen-
sional configuration of these projected lines of maxi-
mum curvature across the entire image. For all
projected patterns that conveyed veridical shape for
observers, the pattern of curvature along these pro-

jected lines of maximum curvature itself changes across
the vertical extent of the image, i.e. along projected
lines of minimum curvature.

Fig. 16 shows local FFTs for the entire lower right-
hand quadrant of the projected horizontal grating (Fig.
5). The bottom row matches the FFTs shown in Fig. 5.
The local orientation along the contours changes as we
traverse each row of patches from left to right (except
for the top row). These changes correspond to emergent
contours consistent with perspective projection of lines
of maximum curvature along the surface. The local
orientation also changes as we move from the top of the
quadrant (middle of the projected image) down to the
bottom, i.e. along projected lines of minimum curva-
ture. Unlike the changes along projected lines of maxi-
mum curvature, these local changes in orientation do
not correspond to emergent contours along lines of
minimum curvature, but to local oriented energy differ-
ences across corresponding points along different emer-
gent contours.

The pattern of oriented energy across the entire
projected image in Fig. 5 can be derived by reflecting
the quadrant pattern in Fig. 16 across the horizontal
and vertical axes of the image. The pattern of orienta-
tion changes along the vertical extent of the image
conveys information about the orientation of the corru-
gated surface with respect to the observer, i.e. that it
lies in the fronto-parallel plane. Deviation from the
pattern shown in Fig. 16 reflects a change in the
orientation of the surface from the fronto-parallel
plane.

In Fig. 17 we have extracted one of the contours
close to the top of the projected image of the corru-
gated horizontal grating, and repeated it at equal dis-
tances across the vertical extent of the image. The
resulting pattern contains changes in orientation along
projected lines of maximum curvature (the horizontal
direction), such that the local FFTs would look exactly
like those in Fig. 5. However there are no changes in
orientation along projected lines of minimum curvature
(the vertical direction). Although the surface conveyed
by this pattern appears corrugated in depth, the surface
appears tilted forward out of the fronto-parallel plane.
Similar three-dimensional percepts are conveyed in var-
ious works by artists such as Bridget Riley (Riley,
1995).

The curvatures of the lines in Fig. 17 are identical.
However, observers agree that the depth curvatures in
the surface appear to increase in width with increasing
height in the image. This is an illusion created by the
visual system under perspective projection. The only
three-dimensional surface that will give rise to this set
of parallel curved lines in the retinal image is one that
contains depth curvatures increasing in width with the
entire surface tilted forward out of the fronto-parallel
plane. This is another example of the visual system

Table 1
Summary of results for patterns in Fig. 10: patterns that are discrete
in orientation convey veridical shape regardless of the frequency
content; isotropic patterns do not convey veridical shape
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Fig. 13. Noise containing broadband energy at 16 orientations spaced at 11.25° intervals. Observer AL sees the surface as half-rectified, observer
JR sees veridical ordinal depth.

Fig. 14. Noise containing broadband energy at 32 orientations spaced at 5.625° intervals. Observer AL sees the surface as fully rectified, observer
JR sees the trough of the cycle as flattened.
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Fig. 15. Noise filtered with an elliptical filter (shown on left) with 5:1 ratio of vertical to horizontal variances. The resulting pattern contains
horizontal streaks, none of which are continuous from one side of the image to the other. Both observers see veridical ordinal depth.

Fig. 16. Local FFTs of lower right-hand quadrant of the projected horizontal grating pattern in Fig. 5. Orientations change across the horizontal
and vertical extents of the image.
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interpreting retinal images as perspective projections of
three-dimensional objects.

8. Parallel versus perspective projection

When the surface is viewed at large distances,
changes in depth along the surface are small relative to
the viewing distance. Under these conditions, the retinal
image is projected approximately in parallel rather than
in perspective. When we project the corrugated hori-
zontal–vertical plaid shown in Fig. 3 (left) in parallel
(see Appendix A for projection computation), the re-
sulting image looks like that shown in Fig. 18. (Com-
pare with the projected image for the same pattern
under perspective projection in Fig. 3.) While the corru-
gation still creates changes in frequency across the
vertical grating component, the horizontal grating com-
ponent is unchanged. As a result there are no changes
in orientation along either the horizontal or vertical
extent of the projected image. If the contours in the
projected image are assumed to lie along lines of maxi-
mum and minimum curvature of the surface, then an
analysis such as that in Stevens (1981) would predict
that the normals to the surface would all point in the
same direction and therefore the surface should appear
flat, which is indeed what observers see. Observers saw
the surface as nearly (AL) or completely flat (JR). The
average error was 0.83 for both observers.

It appears that texture will not be a good cue for
shape unless the image is a perspective projection.
Under perspective projection, the horizontal compo-
nent of the pattern becomes systematically oriented
along lines of maximum curvature of the surface, giving
rise also to changes in oriented energy along lines of
minimum curvature. It is these correlated changes in
oriented energy that are crucial for veridical depth
estimation.

9. Discussion

9.1. Global shape percepts from local depth estimates

Our method for measuring perceived shape is an
advance over previous methods, but still has some
limitations. In previous studies, observers’ judgments of
three-dimensional shape have generally been based on
global percepts. For example, a typical task has in-
volved judging whether a surface is flat or curved
(Cutting & Millard, 1984) and/or judging the amount
of curvature or depth of a surface (Vickers, 1971;
Cutting & Millard, 1984; Todd & Akerstrom, 1987;
Cummings et al., 1993; Sakai & Finkel, 1993). However
it is difficult to extract the exact perceived shape of the
surface based on these kinds of measures. For example,
rank-ordering the curvature of a surface (e.g. Cutting &
Millard, 1984; Sakai & Finkel, 1993) involves compar-
ing it to some internal template, the shape of which is
not measured in the task. While matching to visible
templates (e.g. Todd & Akerstrom, 1987) may provide
a more direct estimate of the percept, it limits the
number of possible responses. Our study shows that a
global percept of relative surface curvature can be
easily reconstructed from multiple local depth estimates
taken across the surface. Since the different phases are
randomly interleaved, on any given trial observers
make simple relative depth judgments without needing
to know the global shape of the surface. Test locations
are placed very close to the fixation so that it is actually
detrimental for observers to look around the image to
try to get a more global percept. Reichel and Todd
(1990) used a similar local depth judgment task in
examining depth reversals in stimuli with multiple cur-
vatures as defined by shading and surface contours.
However rather than reconstruct the perceived shape of
the surfaces, they presented the percentage of responses
consistent with the local mathematically defined depth.
Also, they used parallel projection in their study and
placed the test probes at various locations in a single
image. Our images were projected in perspective with
respect to the central phase so that observers were
always fixated at the center of the image no matter
what phase was presented.

Fig. 17. A pattern in which orientations change across the horizontal
extent of the image, but not the vertical extent. To create the pattern,
one of the curved contours from the projected horizontal grating in
Fig. 5 was replicated at equal distances across the vertical extent of
the image. Although the surface appears corrugated in depth, it
appears tilted forward out of the fronto-parallel plane.
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Fig. 18. Horizontal–vertical plaid under parallel projection. Compare with the same pattern under perspective projection in Fig. 3. The surface
appears nearly flat for observer AL and completely flat for observer JR.

In principle and practice, this new method can be
used to measure all perceived concavities and convexi-
ties in a surface of arbitrary complexity. However, there
are some limitations to the method. The local ordinal
depth judgments seem to be very consistent if perceived
ordinal depth is above threshold as in Fig. 3. In such
cases, the judgments essentially provide the sign of the
slope (derivative) of the surface and not its magnitude.
The reconstruction procedure is akin to a cumulative
integration operation on the sign of the first derivative.
As a result the method barely distinguishes between the
triangular depth percept of the horizontal–vertical
plaid in Fig. 3 and the flattened sinusoidal appearance
of the horizontal streak pattern in Fig. 15. We intend to
create elaborated versions of this method to overcome
these limitations, but for the purposes of this paper, the
results obtained were sufficiently critical.

9.2. Multiple depth cur6atures

Our results strongly suggest that in order to fully
understand how changes in texture are used as cues for
surface shape we must utilize stimuli that contain multi-
ple curvatures. Although Sakai and Finkel (1993)
showed that one-dimensional frequency modulations

were effective at conveying shape from convex cylindri-
cal surfaces, our results show that they are not suffi-
cient for distinguishing convexities from concavities.
This holds true for parallel and perspective projections.

The corrugated surface we have used in these experi-
ments, together with flat and cylindrical surfaces, falls
into the category of de6elopable surfaces (for review see
Stevens, 1981). Developable surfaces are curved along
at most one direction in three-dimensional space, and
can thus be formed by bending and twisting a piece of
paper without stretching or crumpling it. By definition,
the Gaussian curvature, i.e. the product of the maxi-
mum and minimum curvature, of a developable surface
is zero. We plan to examine surfaces of non-zero Gaus-
sian curvature in future experiments, but for the pur-
poses of this paper sinusoidal corrugations have proven
to be sufficient.

9.3. Perspecti6e projection

The critical pattern of correlated changes in orienta-
tion along projected lines of maximum and minimum
curvature is absent in parallel projections. This strongly
suggests that, for a curved surface lying in the fronto-
parallel plane with respect to the observer, texture will
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be a useful cue for shape only when the retinal image is
a perspective projection. Our results emphasize that to
study shape from texture properly, one needs to project
surfaces in perspective, despite the complexities of cal-
culating the projected image. Previous studies have
examined flat surfaces in perspective (Vickers, 1971;
Rosinki & Levine, 1976; Cutting & Millard, 1984) and
curved surfaces in parallel (Cummings et al., 1993;
Blake et al., 1993). In parallel projection, convex and
concave curvatures are mathematically ambiguous and
therefore the two cannot be distinguished when pre-
sented simultaneously. Todd and Akerstrom (1987) re-
ported a slight (but significant) decrease in perceived
depth for spherical surfaces viewed under parallel pro-
jection compared to the same surfaces viewed under
perspective projection. They used a simulated parallel
projection by increasing the viewing distance in per-
spective projection ninefold; it is likely that had they
used true parallel projection (see Appendix A), their
depth estimates would have been more greatly affected.

9.4. Orientations with respect to surface cur6ature

The oriented contours along projected lines of maxi-
mum curvature result from perspective projection of
visible horizontally oriented components in the pre-cor-
rugated pattern. By horizontal, we mean that the con-
tours of the component (e.g. the bars of a horizontal
sinusoid running along x) run parallel to the depth
modulation (z= f(x)). That is, the luminance modula-
tions of the pattern (lum= f(y)) run orthogonal to the
surface curvature. Likewise, in projected 6ertically ori-
ented patterns, contours run orthogonal to the surface
curvature (depth is constant along a single contour),
and luminance variations run parallel to the surface
curvature. Visible horizontal components will give rise
to the critical oriented contours only for surfaces whose
depth varies as a function of x. If the surface were
corrugated as a function of y, the contours would arise
from vertical components. The differences that occur
between these horizontal and vertical components have
been phenomenologically described as perspective and
compressive gradients in the context of depth and dis-
tance along flat surfaces slanting out of the fronto-par-
allel plane (Gillam, 1995) and observers have been
found to respond differentially to the two types of
gradients (Rosinki & Levine, 1976; Goodenough &
Gillam, 1997). However to our knowledge the differ-
ences have never been spectrally described as correlated
orientation and frequency changes that can be picked
up by low-level mechanisms in the visual pathway; nor
have they been studied in this context in examining
shape from texture for curved surfaces. More impor-
tantly, since observers perceive three-dimensional
shapes from texture in the absence as well as the
presence of perceived gradients, in the observer model

suggested by this paper, texture gradients, ‘linear per-
spective’, and emergent contours are all as much a
result of the neural processes of perception as is the
resultant shape percept. The underlying process in-
volves the detection and utilization of patterns of ori-
ented energy in the image.

9.5. Spectral composition of textures

In this paper we used synthetic textures consisting of
discrete and continuous components in frequency and
orientation. One of the main results is that three-di-
mensional shape is perceived veridically only when the
visual system can extract oriented energy changes
across the image that correspond to projections of the
lines of maximum curvature of the three-dimensional
shape. It is well established that the detection of ori-
ented patterns can be masked by the presence of pat-
terns of similar orientations (Graham, 1989; Ross &
Speed, 1991). As a result we find that three-dimen-
sional shape is conveyed only by textures that contain
variations in a direction orthogonal to the direction of
the corrugation, but that this component must be de-
tectable, which happens when either the global fre-
quency spectrum of the texture pattern is discrete in
orientations, or is elongated with an aspect ratio of 5
or greater in favor of the critical orientation.

One of the main contributions of this paper is that it
suggests that only some natural textures will convey
impressions of three-dimensional shape, and that which
textures do so can be predicted on the basis of the
global FFT of the texture pattern. We have recently
analyzed all the natural textures presented by Brodatz
(1966) (Li & Zaidi, submitted). Results show that tex-
tures whose oriented energy is discrete or dominant
along the critical direction of maximum curvature, e.g.
herringbone weaves, convey veridical shape, whereas
those that are continuous and isotropic, or discrete or
dominant along non-critical directions, e.g. pebbles, do
not.

Turner et al. (1991) showed that frequency modula-
tions convey depth for flat surfaces, and that slant
judgments were increasingly under-estimated as the
spectra of the image increased in complexity. The oc-
totropic plaid and octotropic noise patterns used in our
experiments were spectrally more complex than any of
the plaid/grating patterns, but observers were well able
to judge ordinal depth for the curved surface. Sakai
and Finkel (1993) also found that spectrally complex
noise patterns conveyed cylindrical shapes just as
‘vividly’ as gratings. While observers did fail to see
veridical ordinal depth for the broadband noise and
the isotropic tri-scale noise patterns in our study, we
attribute this to the paucity/absence of visible contours
corresponding to the projection of lines of maximum
curvature.
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Fig. 19. Left: Diagonal plaid patterns composed of 945° gratings. Projected lines of maximum curvature are visible as ‘illusory’ contours that
do not contain real energy. Despite this, observers see veridical ordinal depth. Right: After the pattern is luminance-rectified, contours along
projected lines of maximum curvature contain real energy.

9.6. Mechanisms responsible for shape-from-texture

Previous studies have defined stimuli in the context
of individual elements such as density, compression and
perspective (Cutting & Millard, 1984; Todd & Aker-
strom, 1987; Cummings et al., 1993; Blake et al., 1993;
Knill, 1998a,b,c). Blake et al. (1993) and Knill
(1998a,b,c) have formulated ideal observer and generic
observer models for line-element and extended-area
element texture gradients of various sorts. These models
require the observer to make a number of ancillary
assumptions, e.g. isotropy, and compare perceived gra-
dients to physically present gradients. The results in this
paper show that the extraction of gradients is neither
necessary nor sufficient, and that these models will not
be able to predict which patterns will convey veridical
shape because they don’t extract lines of maximum
curvature. For example, similar texture gradients are
present in Figs. 6, 7 and 12 whereas observers report
veridical three-dimensional percepts only for the pat-
tern in Fig. 6. Our model is in a sense more direct
because it assumes that the observer directly infers local
three-dimensional orientation by comparing patterns of
oriented energy in an image with knowledge of perspec-
tive projections of lines of maximum curvature.

Although models with filter based front-ends (e.g.
Voorhees & Poggio, 1988) may be able to extract
texture elements from many of the patterns used in this
paper, our model does not require this stage. We sug-
gest that instead of extracting texture elements and
computing perspective changes in these elements, it
would be more generally useful and biologically plausi-
ble to define stimuli in the context of, and subsequently
postulate mechanisms that are sensitive to, correlated
changes in orientation and frequency across the pro-

jected image. In future work we intend to specify this
model in an explicit mathematical form, so that it can
predict veridical and non-veridical shape percepts. The
scope of this paper is limited to providing empirical
support that can justify constructing such a model.

The observer model will be able to build on two
streams of work. First, the visual cortex contains neu-
rons tuned to many different orientations at every point
in retinal space. These neurons will extract all orienta-
tions present at every point in the projected image.
Such neurons (both simple and complex) have been
used in models of texture segmentation (e.g. Bergen &
Adelson, 1986; Bergen & Landy, 1991; Sagi, 1995;
Graham & Sutter, 1998). However, unlike in texture
segmentation, global filtering of an image by such
mechanisms will not extract the shape, instead the
outputs of local filters tuned to different orientations
will need to be kept separate and fed to a higher level
module. Second, psychophysical and computational
studies examining contour integration and detection in
noise (e.g. Field, Hayes & Hess, 1993; Dakin & Hess,
1998) have suggested that an associative linking mecha-
nism between local mechanisms tuned to similar orien-
tations is required for contours to be detected. An
explicit model for extracting contours has not yet been
created and has been proving elusive (Gallogly &
Geisler, 1998). A model for a system to infer shape
from texture cues will be more complex in two ways
than just detecting a single contour. First, in all the
contour integration experiments, the stimulus consisted
of elements of a single orientation at any point in the
image, whereas in images like Figs. 6 and 11, the visual
system has to extract the relevant oriented energy in the
presence of energy at many other orientations at every
point. Second, as shown in Figs. 16 and 17, it is the
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two-dimensional pattern of oriented energy across the
image rather than a one-dimensional contour that has
to be extracted for a higher level module.

9.7. Shape from ‘illusory’ contours

Lastly, there is a class of patterns that will be dis-
cussed in a future paper (Li & Zaidi, in preparation)
that is the only exception to our theory that we have
discovered. As shown in Fig. 19 (left), this is a pro-
jected diagonal plaid pattern consisting of two 45°
gratings. Neither of the projected component gratings
follows projected lines of maximum curvature, and
hence the projected plaid does not contain real energy
along these lines. Despite this, observers see veridical
shape in this image. Although they do not contain real
energy, projected lines of maximum curvature are visi-
ble in the form of ‘illusory’ contours formed by zero-
crossings between light and dark regions. Energy along
these contours can be extracted by non-linear opera-
tions on the luminance values of the image, e.g. rectifi-
cation or half-squaring. Complex cells in visual cortex
perform similar operations (e.g. Heeger, 1992) and thus
it has been implemented in many texture segmentation
models as a second stage of processing following linear

filtering (Bergen & Adelson, 1986; Bergen & Landy,
1991; Sagi, 1995; Graham & Sutter, 1998). Full-wave
rectification of the projected diagonal plaid pattern
results in an image that contains real energy along the
lines of maximum curvature (Fig. 19, right). This sug-
gests that extraction of the relevant energy may not be
confined to a single level in the visual pathway. This
pattern further emphasizes that the requisite pattern of
energy can be visible in many forms. However, these
‘illusory’ contours are a special case, and are not likely
to be found in patterns containing a larger range of
spectral components, such as the pattern in Fig. 7
which, along with oriented components along the two
45° diagonals, also contains components at several
other orientations. Unlike the diagonal plaid, there is
no formation of ‘illusory’ contours along the lines of
maximum curvature when this pattern is corrugated
and projected, nor are the contours formed when we
luminance rectify the projected image.
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Appendix A

A.1. Perspecti6e projection 6ersus parallel projection

The difference between perspective and parallel pro-
jection in the x–z plane is shown in Fig. A1. The
patterned surface is represented by a series of solid and
open symbols. (This might, for instance, be a vertical
grating pattern when viewed in the x-y plane before
corrugation.) The screen, or image plane, is represented
by I and the nodal point of the eye as P. D is the
distance between P and I. (Note that this figure is not
drawn to scale: in the experiments, D was 100 cm and
the amplitude of depth modulation was 19 cm from
peak to trough). In perspective projection (left), each
surface location is projected onto I (solid arrows) by
connecting it with P. In parallel projection (right), each

surface location is projected onto I by parallel rays that
are perpendicular to I. Notice that under the two
different projections the same two locations in the
image plane (indicated by the crosses) correspond to
different locations (and luminance values) on the
surface.

Parallel projection is commonly used as an estimate
of the retinal projection when the surface is far enough
away so that the difference between the average
changes in depth along the surface and the viewing
distance is very large, i.e. if D is very large, the lengths
and angles of the projecting rays under perspective
projection are close to those of projecting rays under
parallel projection. As parallel projection is only an
estimate of this particular circumstance, we chose to
project our patterns in perspective.

A.2. Computing perspecti6e projection

For each location across the image xs (for example
the left cross), we computed xi the x-coordinate of the
intersection of (1) the ray connecting xs with P (where
P lies at x=0, z= −D) and (2) the corrugated surface
by setting the two equations equal:

Fig. A2. Perspective and parallel projections for a given value of x of the same surface in the y-z plane. Since the surface is corrugated in depth
as a function of x and not y, for a given value of x, the depth (z) is equal for all values of y. Projection rules in Fig. A1 are applied in the same
fashion here.
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Dxi

xs

=A cos(2pfxi+8)=D (A1)

where A is the amplitude, f is the frequency, and 8 is
the phase of the depth corrugation. The value of xi

was then used to compute the length traversed along
the surface using the integral:

L=
& xi

0

'
1+

�dz
dx

�2

dx (A2)

where

dz
dx

= −2pfA sin(2pfxi+8) (A3)

L was used as an index along x into the (flat)
luminance pattern. We then computed the index
along y into the pattern. The depth of the corrugated
surface varied only as a function of x (and not y).
Therefore for each value of xs the depth of the
surface (z) was constant for all values of y (see Fig.
A2). For each value of ys, we use xi (computed in
Eq. (A1)) to compute yi, the y-coordinate of the
intersection of the projecting ray connecting P and ys:

yi=
Dys

D+z
(A4)

where

z=A cos(2pfxi+q) (A5)

(L, yi) now provided an index into the luminance
pattern: if the pattern was defined as a continuous
function (e.g. grating or plaid) then (L,yi) was
plugged in to compute the luminance value at that
location; if it was not a continuous function (e.g.
noise), we first generated a large (flat) image of the
pattern and then used (L, yi) as an index into the
image. The luminance value at (L, yi) was then drawn
in the image plane at (xs, ys).

A.3. Computing parallel projection

In parallel projection, each location across the
image (xs) was used directly to compute L (see Fig.
A1, right), by replacing xi with xs in Eq. (A2) and
Eq. (A3), above. Under parallel projection, yi=ys

(see Fig. A2, right), therefore (L, ys) was used as the
index into the luminance pattern.
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